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Today’s Webinar Agenda

• Line Loss Overview

Tom Blanks- Manager, Retail Pricing

– What are line losses, what components do they affect, and why should they matter to you 

and your customers?

• Line Loss Treatment

– How do line losses impact various retail power product structures?  Where do line lost 

costs materialize for your customers? We will review some specific examples of how line 

losses will appear based on how they are billed for some key solutions (Fixed and Index 

Solutions). 

• Assessing Impact to Customers

– How can you navigate the broad array of solutions in the market, uncover potential 

differences in line loss treatment, and evaluate and assess the impact to your 

customers?
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Line Loss Overview



What are Line Losses?

• Line losses refer to the quantity that is lost during the transmission and 

distribution of electricity across the electric grid. This value is typically 

represented as a percentage of metered volumes.  

• Losses occur at key points:

– Transformers stepping up or down voltage

– Transmission and distribution lines through heat

• A higher voltage will generate a lower loss percentage
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How do line losses impact electricity supply rates?

• An end use customer’s actual line losses can vary based on where they are 

connected to the grid, in ascending order (% are examples):  
− Transmission – 1%

− Sub-transmission – 2%

− Primary – 5%

− Secondary – 7%

• T&D line loss rates for each account type/tension, are typically posted within UDC 

tariff

• Suppliers use the line loss percentage to determine the total wholesale 

generation needed to supply a retail customer at their meter

Why are Line Losses Important?
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As a result, line losses need to be accounted for within the retail supply charges.

Similar to other cost components, suppliers can account for line losses in various 

ways. Understanding how line losses will be handled is important to:

• Understanding billing implications 

• Evaluating offers

What cost components are affected by line losses?

• The energy component is primary component affected by line losses

• Most load based ancillary components are affected by line losses
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Line Loss Treatment



Constellation’s Treatment for Fixed Price

• Fixed Price Solution

– Constellation’s standard fixed price will account for line losses as follows:

• Line losses are included in contract rate and are not charged separately

• A fixed price bill will show the product of metered volumes and contract rate

- Constellation: (Volume * Contract Price)

- Supplier who excludes Line Losses: [(Volume * (1+LL Rate) * Contract Price)]
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In this example, 

Constellation’s 

price was 

$1.50/MWh higher, 

but the bill was 

$2.70/MWh lower.  

So the customer 

benefited from a 

lower cost, despite 

the other price 

appearing lower.

We don’t very commonly hear of suppliers passing losses through on a standard fixed price.



Constellation’s Treatment for Index Adder or Index Plus Block

• Index Plus Block Solutions

– Constellation’s standard index adder will account for line losses as follows:

• Adder includes line losses for any non-energy components fixed within the adder

• Line losses on the energy are passed through (index rate for all metered volumes)

- Line losses for any block energy purchases (or RTTs) are passed through 

• Bill for simple index adder will show as follows:

- Constellation: [(LMP Adder * kWh) + (LMP Value * kWh * 1+LL)]

- Supplier who excludes all Line Losses and instead grosses everything up:     

(LMP Adder * kWh * 1+LL) +(LMP Value * kWh * 1+LL) 
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In this example, 

Constellation’s 

price was 

$0.50/MWh higher, 

but the bill was 

$1.06/MWh lower.  

So the customer 

benefited from a 

lower cost, despite 

the other price 

appearing lower.

Differences on how losses are billed on index deals seem to be more common. 
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Constellation’s Treatment for Flexible Index Solutions

• Flexible Index Solutions (FIS)

– Constellation’s standard FIS price will account for line losses as follows:

• Line losses are passed through at index rate for any open positions

• Line losses associated with RTTs will be passed through at the fixed RTT rate 
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PJM Example: Index Products – Deration

• Understanding Deration

– PJM - Deration credit on index transactions

• Constellation’s Current Treatment for Index Products in PJM

– Constellation will pass through losses at the derated value rather than utility published 

values.

• In other words, we reduce the published utility tariff line loss rates by the applicable deration 

factor and bill customers on index agreements at the reduced line loss rate.

• Other approaches

– Other suppliers may pass through losses at the utility published rate while including a credit in 

the retail adder for de-ration.  In this scenario, the billed line lost rate will be higher.

• Why does the approach matter?

Deration typically accounts for 1-2% of energy market values, or about $0.30-$0.70 

per MWh.  So a supplier who accounts for deration upfront as compared to a 

supplier who passes it through in the form of a lower line loss rate on the bill, can 

offer a retail adder price $0.30-$0.70 lower, all other things being equal.
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PJM recognizes that marginal transmission losses have the potential to be double 

charged to a Load Serving Entity (“LSE”) because, in addition to being part of 

Marginal Losses, a utility’s tariff line loss rates include marginal transmission 

losses. To avoid this double charge to the LSE, PJM computes an hourly Loss 

Deration Factor and applies it to the LMP to reduce the LSE’s marginal transmission 

loss obligation for that hour.

LMP
=

Energy

+

Congestion

+ 

Marginal Losses



Deration Calculation Example
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In this example, Constellation’s price was $0.05/MWh higher, but the bill was $0.42/MWh lower.  So the 

customer benefited from a lower cost, despite the other price appearing lower.  Deration in this example 

was worth about $0.47/MWh.

Many suppliers account for deration upfront, within the retail adder. 

De-rated Line Loss 

(7% - 1.5%) = 5.5%

LMP * 

Usage * 

(1+5.5%)

LMP * 

Usage * 

(1+7%)

Metered Usage (MWh) 10,000.00             

Total Line Loss % 7%

Deration % 1.5%

Average LMP ($/MWh) $31.50

Constellation Retail Adder Price ($/MWh) 0.50$                     

Competitor Retail Adder with De-ration Credit ($/MWh) 0.45$                     

Price Difference (0.05)$                    

Constellation Bill 337,325.00$        

Competitor Bill 341,550.00$        

Cost Difference 4,225.00$             

Cost Difference in $/MWh 0.42$                     

Deration Example - Full Passthrough



Summary of Solution Differences

• PJM - Deration credit on index transactions

– PJM recognizes that marginal transmission losses have the potential to be double charged to a Load 

Serving Entity (“LSE”) because, in addition to being part of Marginal Losses, a utility’s tariff line loss 

rates include marginal transmission losses. To avoid this double charge to the LSE, PJM computes an 

hourly Loss Deration Factor and applies it to the LMP to reduce the LSE’s marginal transmission loss 

obligation for that hour.

– Constellation will pass through losses at the derated value rather than utility published values at it 

best represents our wholesale costs

– Other suppliers may pass through losses at the utility published rate while including a credit in the retail 

adder for de-ration

– Could generate a decrease in price of 1-2% of energy market values, netting a $0.30 - $0.70 discount 

on retail adder

• Line loss pass-through on fixed price

– Other supplier may be offering a product where line losses are passed through at the fixed contract rate

• In this case, losses are still technically being fixed as they are not passed through at the index rate

– Could generate a decrease in price of 3-6% of energy market values, netting a $0.90 - $2.00 discount 

to contract rate

• Retail Adder charged on metered volumes and line losses

– Other suppliers may be billing on metered volumes grossed up for line losses

– Could generate a decrease in price of 3-6% of the fixed components, netting a $0.50 - $1.50 discount 

to retail adder
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Thank you.
Please reach out to your Constellation representative to discuss 

further and take a deeper look at line losses and how they could 

affect your customers.



Disclaimer
The information contained herein has been obtained from sources which Constellation NewEnergy, Inc. and Constellation 

NewEnergy-Gas Division, LLC (together, “Constellation”) believe to be reliable. Constellation does not represent or warrant as to 

its accuracy or completeness. All representations and estimates included herein constitute Constellation’s judgment as of the

date of the presentation and may be subject to change without notice. This material has been prepared solely for informational 

purposes relating to our business as a physical energy provider.  We are not providing advice regarding the value or advisability 

of trading in “commodity interests” as defined in the Commodity Exchange Act, 7 U.S.C. §§ 1-25, et seq., as amended (the 

“CEA”), including futures contracts, swaps or any other activity which would cause us or any of our affiliates to be considered a 

commodity trading advisor under the CEA.  Constellation does not make and expressly disclaims, any express or implied 

guaranty, representation or warranty regarding any opinions or statements set forth herein.  Constellation shall not be 

responsible for any reliance upon any information, opinions, or statements contained herein or for any omission or error of fact.  

All prices referenced herein are indicative and informational and do not connote the prices at which Constellation may be willing 

to transact, and the possible performance results of any product discussed herein are not necessarily indicative of future 

results.  This material shall not be reproduced (in whole or in part) to any other person without the prior written approval of 

Constellation.   
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